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By emphasizing this truth, Mill showed that he visual-
ized the political problem aright:   it was the primary
contribution of the Utilitarians to social theory that
they always regarded every question in terms of human
beings, not, as the lawyers and the Hegelians were doing,
in terms of an abstraction.    The fact that society is a
natural growth, and that only in society can the indi-
vidual find his happiness, does not invalidate the doctrine
that society exists for individuals.    But natural society
is different from the various artificial forms of govern-
ment  which  men  have   constructed   for  themselves:
these are deliberately-handled tools, and their manipu-
lators have a perfect right to master them.    Where Mill
might have gone further was in the elaboration of Ms
rough-and-ready rules.    For instance, instead of being
content   with   his   distinction   between   self-regarding
and other-regarding conduct, he might have analysed
ihe way—none could have done it better—in whidi
certain forms of legislation are incapable of application.
Laws of the * interference * order are often useless, not
because their purpose is inherently bad, but because it
would need an army of government spies to see them
enforced.    Elaborate temperance precautions are usually
of this kind ;   as are most efforts at moral regulation
made   by  Watch   Committees and   other  puritanical
bodies.   Again, Mill might have further proved the self-
contradictory nature of much coercion.   The element
of compulsion robs of all value acts which should be
essentially spontaneous :   history is one long record of
religious persecutions, based on the assumption that the
religion of a conscript worshipper has some value in the
eyes of God.   Though legal persecution is not so strong
as it was, social persecution lives on, animated by the
same terrible fallacy.    What can be the value of a
patriotism whose subject has to be coerced into saltxtiBg

